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ABSTRACT 
Gas absorption experiments were carried out in a five-
foot packed column, in order to determine the effect of 
diffe'ren t packing materials, such· ·as ceramics, po1yvinylidene 
·, 
chloride, and polyethylene, on the operatin8 conditions of 
the column. Packing geometry was maintained the same through-
out the experiments~ It was found that the pressure drop 
across the column, the operating holdup as measured by the 
drain~ge ti~e, and the composite mass transfer coefficieht 
increased with increasing wettability of the packini; material 
~urf'.ace. Floodinp; curves for the non-wetted rmterials did 
ncit follbw the same pattern as those for the wetted materials~ 
Also, the operating holdup in the colunm was found to depend 
on the vqid volume and the liquid flow rate in the column but 
was independent of the packing material used. 
1 
., 
INTRODUCTION 
Over~ period of years, various packing materials used 2 
in absorption columns have been tested ·in order to determine 
the effect of packing geometry oi:i the operation of the 
column. Consequently, sufficient information is available 
to mak.e comparisons of capacity, pressure drop and efficiency 
characteristics of stoneware and ceramic tower packing in the 
form of Rasch~g Rings, Berl Saddles, arid other geometries. 
A manual, "Tower Packings and Packed Tower Design" published 
by the U.S. Stoneware Co. (6) includes a compil~tion of 
information about packed towers necessary for the design 
engineer. In recent years, increased research efforts have 
been directed towards the entire spectrum of packed-column 
fundamentals in order to improve the poor economic situation 
which had had heretofore beset commercial packeq column.work. 
Because the primary function of the tower packing is to 
provid-e a "skeleton II in the to"t·rnr over the surface of which the 
liquor is passed in the form of very thin and preferably 
turbulent films, it would seem that· the greater the surface of 
the packing, the faster the rate of mass transfer should be. 
While this is roughly true, it ·is by no r.1eans absolutely 
correct because, no matter how much packing area is available, 
it will only become effective if it can be wetted by the 
liquid. This is perqaps one of the most important but least 
understood problem~ in packed tower design. The indi-cated 
lack of understanding can be appreciated when one remembers 3 
that there are several factors that play roles in wetting 
packing, besides liquid and gas flow rates. 
Sherwood and Holloway ( 1), Newton (2), and Jesser and 
Elgin (3) have made extensive stµdies on the effect of varying 
the surface tension of the liquor on efficiencies, capac_i ty, 
and liquid holdup in columns. Their data showed that, as 
surface tension values were lowered, better wetting resulte~. 
Since wettability depends, not only on the surface 
tension of the liquid, but also on the type of surface offered 
by the packing, the present investigation was devoted to 
studying the effect of varyinp; the packing i:1aterial surface 
on the efficiency, capacity, and liquid holdup in a five~ 
foot gas absorption tower. The tower was 3 inches in diameter 
and was p,Jcked with 3/811 Raschig Rings. The systen employed 
was an aqueous Sodium Sulfite solution and Air· frou1 which 
Oxygen was absorbed into the liquid phase. 
It is important to erliphasize the fact that there hav.e 
been studies made (as indicated above) of liquids with differ-
ent surface tensions; requiring di.fferent systems and differ-
ent viscosities and diffusi vi ties, but before this, n.o study 
has been reported that utilized different solids with the 
same system. 
One measurEl of the wettability of a solid by a liquid 
is the contact angle that a drop of the liquid in question 
forms on the sol-id surface. Accordingly, three packing 
I 
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7 
materials were chosen: ceramics, polyvinylidene chloride 
and polyethylene, which hav~ contact angles with water of 
O, 80, and 95 degrees respectively (4). 
4 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
MASS TRANSFER IN PACKED COLUMNS: 
Mass transfer in a packed tower occurs in a typical, 5 
continuous manner. In this way, the packed tower distin-
guishei itself from a plate tower, where the transf~r op-
eration takes place in a number of well defined, separate 
stages. Just as in- star~e operations, the phase cqncentra-
tions are est;Jblislted by r1;,terL:l baLmces. Unlike the 
stae;e oper8tion, hmvever, 8Vr::ry point on the oretc1ting line 
h h. · ·1 · d thPrP .. fore, an analys1· s of ·the as p ys1ca ::1eiin1ng, Cin , __ 
entire column is re,/·ired, in order to d(~tr-:;r inf-! the design 
equations to be e ~ployed •. 
Two st~itements will be :nade before attempting to 
derive the -equations: 
1. Since tlie syst'e, 1 e,':ployed- S0di111(1 St_tlfi te and Air-
has been described several times as one in which the :.1c:iss 
transfer resistance in the gDs phase is r1e,~ligible as com-
pared :with that in the liciuid- phase ( 9) ( 10), the overall 
coefficient K
1 
a will be- regarded as the liquid film coeffi-
cient. 
2. Since the Sodium Sulfite concentration e:::p.Loyed 
can be c.onsidered very dilute, and o. very small arno~m t of 
,: 
,:i Oxygen was transferred, the experiments des~ribed here 
cove~ a range of concentrations in which both equilibrium 
and operating lines are linear (se& Figure lb). Also, the 
equilibriu·m line can be calculated from Henry's Law (9) 
using the solubility of Oxygen in water. 
,, 
A derivation· of the design equation for the system and 6 
apparatus used follow$~ 
Assuming steady state 
operation, a material bp.lance 
on the yolume element shown 
in Fi~ure A gives 
dV-=- dL·' (l} 
A component· balance ;~ives 
d (Vy)= d (Lx) ( 2) 
The rate of a component 
within~ phase 1 rust be equal 
i to the rate of transfer to the 
~' 
V, 
\J 
l•li L 
C 
F_igure A 
j_ 
t\r 
T 
phase. Thus, for the liquid-phase in equimolar counterdif-
fusion, 
d ( Lx) ==- K1 ·( x - x*) dA (J) 
dA is the int~rfacial transfer nrea associated with the 
differential tower height. dA is more conveniently expresse:i 
as, 
dA: aSdZ ( 4) 
·i. 
fl where a is the interfacia~ area per unit volume o.f packing 
t ( ft 2 /ft3) and S is the empty cross-sectional a~ea ( ft 2) • 
_. ··· .. -
'·T 
;f,t-
;::;: 
i;tj1 
., 
I J.< 
i 
Since a is not ordinarily knol'm, and, especially in our 7 
system, is hard to measure, it is alw~ys included with the 
mass transfer coefficient to g-ive a composite coe.ffictent Kl 
.', d ( L' x) = K 1 a ( x - x*) S d Z 
which on integr~tio~ ~ives: 
z 
dZ ::. 
0 
d ( i.' x) 
:K1 a S ( x ·- x*) 
x1 
( 5) 
( 6) 
In r:as ausorption, both phases have variable flow rates 
as a result of the rriass transfer to or from the phases. Let 
L' be the :1olar flow rat.e of the sol11te free liquid, and 
L" "':' L ' ( 1 - x) ; th en , 
d (L'x)::: L 11d[ x ·l 
1 - X 
dx dx 
L'' - 1 1 
(1 - x) 2 (1 - x) 
Consequently, eq1:ation 5 l;li:ly be 1·11ri tten as 
dx 
d (L'x) = 1 1 = K1a (x - x*) S d Z (1 - x} 
. and again solving for dZ, 
z X2 
L' dx 
dZ Z=-:::. 
K1as (1 - x) (x - x*) 
0 x1 
( 7) 
($) 
( 9) 
t{ 
•i: 
By multiplying the second term of equation 9 by 
L (1 - x)1m 
·( 1 - x) lm 
, Colburn (8) suggests that the term-------
K1aS (1 - x) 1m 
is constant for. a p~rticular column and r:iay be removed from 
the integral sign. Thus, 
L' 
X2 (1 x) 1m dx -
Z= 
K1aS (1 x) (1 - x) (x 11:1 
Xl 
L 
where Hal::. and H ol= 
K1as (1 - x)lrn 
-
x:1 
x*) 
(1 - z) 1 dx rn 
( 1 - x) ( x - x*) 
and xJkine use _of state~ent 2, the followin:; is obtained 
after simplification, 
x-2 - xl 
No1=-----(x - x*)lm 
Therefore, our fini:l design equation is, 
X2 - Xl 
• 
( X - X~') lrn 
LIQUID HOLDUP IN PACKED COLUMNS: 
(10) 
(11) 
( l_i) 
Concerning liquid holdup, the total volume of liquid 
held on the packing dufing operation may be classified into 
two categories: "operating" holdup and "static" holdup (3). 
.,.,. -.,._ ... 
·J 
! 
The data presented in the liquid holdup phase of the present 9 
investigation deals only with ·"operating" holdup. Static 
holdup is the quan~ity of fluid required to wet the packing 
and is that portion of the. total holdup that is independ~nt 
of the liquid flow rate. Operating holdup is the additional 
holdup and is the portion of the fluid which does vary with 
liquid ra.te. 
A plot of drainage rate versus ti· :e of drainage shows 
that for a particular packing, the drainage ctirves :11erge to-
gether at the sc:1;·.e point (Fie;ures 5-A-ll). This· is the point 
at which the liquid rate no longer affects t'he cLOltnt of hold-
up ill' the column and :·.~arks t;,>?; beginning of th.~ static holdup 
drainage, described in the portion to the ri~ht of the point 
of intersection. 
v-, 
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APPARATUS·AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A diagram of the apparatus used is shown on Figure 1. 11 
The vertical tower used in this study was a 5 Ft. glass 
column, 3 in. in diameter filled with 3/8" Raschig Rings. 
Fdr all packing heights, a liquid input tube was extended 
to within 1 inch of the packing and was centered in the 
column to prevent liquid segregation and channeling. It 
was assumed that the distribution over the packing of 
} liquid enter'ing the top of the tower was satisfc1ctory. This 
' ;'. 
;; 
assumption is supported by the results discussed below. 
Liquid was fed to the column fro;·.1 a 25 gallon feed tank 
by '.ileans of a centrifuF,!;al pump. The flow rate was Measured 
by a calibrated rota;neter and· controlled by a suit<lble quick 
closing valve arrangement. The outlet liquid flowed into an 
open tank and was controlled Ly a gate valve (V-3). 
Air was supplied by air compressors through a water 
saturator in which the water was naintained at. 70°F. 
This air was fed to the ·column through a calibrated 
rotametBr and was controlled by a needle valve arrangement 
·~. as shown in Figure 1. The pressure drop across the column ;t; 
:ti was measured with a calibrated water manometer connected as 
shown to the indicated pressure tap points. 
Three different packing materials were used in this 
work, all having the same configuration (J/8" O.D. x 1/16" wall 
Raschig Rings): Ceramics, havirig a water contact angle .of 
approximately zero degrees, obtained from The U.S. Stoneware Ch, 
1. 
·,. 
'\ 
,: 
]2 
polyvinylidene chloride having a contact angle of about 80 degrees 
and polyethylene having a contact angle of ab.out _95 degrees. 
The measured value"S are reported on Table 7. The last two 
materials were fabr_icated by cutting tubing to the proper size. 
These R~schig Rings were packed into the column in accordance 
with the wet packing procedures explained by Eckert (17). 
This investip;;:,ition included· two phases of measurements: 
deter:dnation of absorption of Oxygen from Air into Sodium 
Sulfite solution an_d determination of liquid holdl:p inform-
ation. The experimental proc~dure will be treated separately. 
ALSGRFTIUN 
hot and cold , ..,:c.:.ter i.rnre blended to t1H. desired temper-
ature ( 70°F) in the 25 gc:illon feed tank 1:md a, 5~; by weight 
Sodium Sulfite solution was prepared. Four i;rar.1s .of Cobalt 
Chlo.ride per ·pound of solution were added to the tank in 
order to catalyze the reaction. The solution was then p1..unped 
through the rotaLleter to the top of the absorption tower. 
Liquid flow rates- were ::1aintain-ed constant by : 1arn)_al control 
of the valve on the discharge side of the purnp. LiqGid flow 
rates e::ployed ranged_ from 650 to 5650 lb/hr-ft2 with air 
rates between 84 tci 300 lb/hr-ft2. 
At the start of each run, the desired liquid and gas 
x flows were. established and the systei11 was allowed tine to 
~'ii 
come to steady state 8:S indicated by the constancy of two 
s_uccessive sets of readings ( see Appendix B) • Liquid was kept 
at a constant level at the discharge end of the column by 
. ' ' 
I:, :r 
\ 
'. i 1:1. I. I, I 
/ I I, 
', ! .. I 
{' ·1 I 
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f 
.. i 
:1 
•! 
adjusting the flow rate throu~h valve V-3 to prevent gas 13 
bubbles from leaving with the exit liquid. Every three 
minutes, liqui'd samp_les were drawn continuously for a period 
of 24 minutes fro~.1 the inlet feed tank and from .the base o! 
the pac~ing through the sampling point indicated in Figure 1. 
These sa. ples were collected in glass~stoppered bottles and 
vrnre analyzed for total conce11_tr.ation of Sodium Sulfite 
according to the procedure outlined in ,\ppendix .L Te!·1per-
atures of the lirplid in and out of the column did not differ 
by nore than 2 degrees. 
The precedin'-'; procedure was repeated for three diffe·r-
ent packing h~i:'.;hts to deter:·1ine the encl effects in the 
column ( see Fi;;ure 3) • 
LI 1:2UID HGLDUP 
1\.fter steady st·;t(: was attained .for :.., I:11own wc1ter flow 
rate, valves V _.l and V-3 1rnre si:.ml t~meously closed and 
valv·e V-2 was op<-;ned. The tL1e· of tlw closing of valve V-1 
and V-3 was designc=1ted as T= 0 and the li_quid drained in 
each successive tirae interval was collected ·in an individual 
flask and was : :easured by :1eans of a =;raduated. cylinder. 
Ten second intervals ·were used for the first tvw rninutes and 
the ·interval was increased to. 20 seconds for the last ninute 
of the 3 minute tri~l. Drainage rates (ml/sec) were calcu-
lated and plotted as a function of time ( Figur~s 5-A-B) • 
This procedure was repea~ed for several liquid rates, and 
the junction· of th.e rate curves was designated as the drainc;l.ge 
period for "operating'• holdup • 
To measure the operating holdup in the column, each 14 
liquid flow rate was set and after steady state flow was 
attained, the timer was started as valves V-1 and V-3 were 
simultaneously closed. Valve V-2 was inmediately opened 
and the total drainage f0r t = tir.1e for operating r:ioldup 
was collected and ueasured. Determinations were made with 
gas flowing through the tower to show· the effect of gas 
flow rat·e on the operating holdup. 
To deten11ine the flooding points, a liquid was allowed. 
to flow at a kno\m rate into the column until steady state 
was attained. The air flo,-r rc1te vms tlFm incrensed until a 
-~ sudden increase in the JJressure drop across th1:: tm-rer was 
· ·I noted. This value of the .gas flOJ'I rate was recorded as the 
i flooding gas velocity for the particular liquid flow rate 
and was plotted in Figure 9. 
j 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
15 
As mentioned in the experimental procedure, this investi-
gation consisted of two phases of activities. During phase 
one; .:.ass transfer data was taken and. these are summarized in 
Tables i-.2-3-4..;11. Several very interesting effects can be 
noted froD the resulting plots~ 
Fi);ure 2-:l shot·rs a plot of the changes in Sodiu:-1 Sulf:i. te 
concentration- through the colu: m packed i.li t11 cera:.lic Rings as 
a function of li<u.id flow rates for different heights of pac.k-
ing. i°ls shown, the ;?:JS i'lou rate 1;13.s varied but no appreciabJe 
change was noticed, indicat.ing the fact prese:1ted by Yoshida aid 
Akita (9) that, in the Sodiu~ Sulfite-Air syste::, the Jas 
p0ase resistance is :1(~;_;l'icible. They ct'lso proved that the 
diffusion of' Oxyr;en through. the liquid film is the controlling 
step and th .t the rate of che .. '.ical reaction was fast enough 
to be i;_;nored. Also in Ficure 2-H the effects of reaching 
flooding conditions in the colur:m is shmm by. the fact that, 
z.)t floodir1g, there is ai1 increase in the a:.10unt of_ Oxyge.: 
being absorbed in tht::) colu;:m. This has be.en discus seq. by 
Treybal (7) and-Bivian (11) uho stated that the resistance 
to :nass transfer in the li,r,.·.id in a s~_.'ster.1 in which the liquid 
phase offers the oajor resistance is independent -of gas rate 
until flooding occurs, whereupon the resistance d'irninishes, 
possibly due to the increased interfacial surface resulting 
from increased turbulence in the tower at flooding. 
In order to insure that Brrors due to end effects were 
non-existent, data was taken at each of 3 different packing 
:j 
I H 
' I I , 1, 
l ; < ii / 
I : I :,,,· I I l ' I . ,! I 
l · 1 t . 
t 
r 
depths from 32 to· 56 inches at 3 different liquid flow rates. 16 
Representative results for the cerar.iic Raschig Rings are 
shown in Figure J. These tests were performed on po1yvinylidene 
chloride· and polyethylene; since in all cases the- curves are 
straigh~ lines passing essentially through the origin, it was 
concluded that no significmit errors due to end effects were 
included in the data. 
Figure 2-B shows the difference in the nass transfer in 
the cases of: th,~ three .. :c1teriuls for tiJO different packing 
depths. A . arked difference was noted between the c eraraics 
and the two plastics. Jio detect&ble difference tms noted 
b·etween the two plastics. This differ:ence is explained by 
the fac:t that perfor.:~ance dG.ta in a pacLf;d colurn.YJ. depends 
on the wetted and effective interfaciul area of the packing 
and this is a direct function of the nature of the packing 
mater:i,al surface (lJ). Since the spreadin;:; properties· of 
the liquid over the packing are indiccted by the value of 
the contact .angle of the liquid and the solid surface, it 
would be expected that the s~aller the ·contact angle of a 
material (increase in spreading) the ·better the nass transfer 
jn the system. Figure 4 shows a plot of the composite liquid 
phase mass transfer coefficient (Kia) versus liquid flow rate 
for the ceramics and for t}te p:-ristics. The curves obtained 
help to corroborate these conclusions. These results were 
co!related into fortiulas 13 and 14 for ceramics and plastics 
respectively and they show the same sl?pe as the correlations 
. ~ - . '',' ..... ',-.-.: '.• 
·,, 
I 
presented by Furnas and Bellinger ( 12) fo.r the same packing 17 
configurations. 
( 13) 
(14) 
It wo:J.ld be desirable to separate the co· .posi te :.1ass 
transfer coefficient K1 a into the j_ndi victual :.1ass transfer 
coefficient .K1 nnd the interfacio.l are;1 a. Shulman and 
others ( 13) have tried to s·epar[1te tr1e,.1 to deter .. ine the 
effective interfacial are:~ and this 1·1ns done utili ::inc 
:: aphthc1lene Rascliic Rings ( por01rn) and e .:ployint; a differ-
ent. syste;.1. This procedure is not ap})~icable tu o:ir situa-
tion since our rings were not :'1ade of ::oroL~s .121terials. 
However, even t:1ou[~h it is i:o-1possibl8 to de.ter:.rine L1 and 
a individually, by inspection of Figure 4 bearing in ~ind 
that our syste:.1 ,,rns k~pt con::;tant throughout the experi-
:.~ent ( as shm:n by tri.e sa. :e slO]Y'! .of tlle lines in Figure 4) 
it is su·:;~est·ed that thq difference in K1 a is .::ainly due 
to a change in th1: effecti VA interfacial c1rea a since that 
is the only variable tn the experiment~ 
Check runs were ~.1ade to test the reproducibility of 
i the results. The packint; was re;:joved fron the to1der and 
,-1ii /, 
,A 
the tower was repacked. Critical measu.re:-1ents were made~ 
This was performed on the three different mate~ials and is 
reported in Table 4. No appreciable difference was noted. 
This fact, together with the results obtained in.Figure 3~ 
shows good reprodticibility of the data • 
i 
I 
! I 
! I 1. 
·i < i-· ..; , . -•,. ..~ ~ ~- -~·,, 
During phase·2, liquid holdup, together with pressure 
drop across the column and capacity data were taken and 
are summarized on Tables 5-6-8-9-10. 
The drainar;e tine for operating holdup for the ceramic 
Rings was found Ly Sundb8rg (11~) .to be 120 .seconds as shown 
in Figure 5-A. Data fro;D THbles g nnd 9 were plotted to 
deter;"!ine the drain?-1:e time for PVC and PE and values of 50 
and 40 seconds respecti vel_y were fot::nd. These results are 
plotted on Fic;ure 5-B and shmr, as 1.1onld be expected, that 
the les.s wettable the packing s11rface (hi·~h contact ancles) 
the faster the liquid , . .rill drain. In th8 case of cera::iic 
Raschig Rin~s, the liquid adheres to th~ surface, for8ing 
a film oti it (3), preventinK the rapid dtainace of the 
column. 
The fact that liquid did not adhere to the pl~stic 
Rings is corroborated when the pressi,;.re dro.p throuch the 
~olumh is plotted ,.s a function of thP, gas flow rat<:~s in 
Fif;ures 6-A-B for the 3 :~ifferent :1aterials. vlhen liquid 
was flowing, no a~preciable aifference wqs detected between 
the three t1aterials; but ·v1hen liquid l,ms not flm.ring, the 
cera~.1ic Rings showed a :uch r~rea.ter increase in pressure 
drop than the plastics. 11. possible expl.:,nation to this is 
that the presence of a liquid filrn on the ceramic Rings 
offers· more re·sistance to the gas flovI through the column 
than in the case of the Plastic Rings. No difference was ,· . 
noted between the PVC and the PE Rings themselves. 
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The effect of gas velocity on liquid holdup was tested 19 
for the three packing materials. The results obtained showed 
that for a constant liquid rate, liquid ho.ldup is not affectai 
by the gas velocity until the flooding cas velocity is at-
tained. This is illl:strated by the curve·s in Figure 7, which 
show the deviation of liqt1id holdup volume near the flooding 
point. On the basis of these results, all oper,"ting holdup 
:,ea sure- :e~1ts l-rere :1ade c1t zero gas vr;loci ty and they :1.1ay be 
assumed to describe the behavior up to the flooding point. 
The quantity of the operating li~~id hol~up was found 
to increase 0ith the increase in li~~id velocity (Fi~ure a) 
but was found to be inde:1endent of t11e si;.rface of the caterial 
used below the floodinc !)Oint .Lnd only to clep.erid on the void 
• 1 1 space in tne cq umn. This also served to verify the .re pro-. 
ducibili ty oi.' t11r; hol<li.;.p d.:'ttu taken on these tests. 
Flooding ccndi tions ':18re tented in the column for the 
three different pacldn:<~ rnateric,ls as described in the experi-
;:1ental :)rocedure. The curve obtained for t'.H::) cera .:ic Rines 
coincides Ni th the curve cirawr; ns:i.n:~ the values ::iven in the 
literature as standards for floodin,: velocities for 3 /8 11 
cera:nic RaschiG Rines(6) .- The vulucs obtained for the two 
plc,stics ag~reed with each other, but· a narked difference 
was detected betueen the cera:·:ic and the Plastic Hings as 
illustrated'in F~gure 9~ A possible explanation comes from 
the fact that the p;icldnr~ factors for the -plastic r:1aterials 
(non-existent) are different from those for the ceramic Rings. 
'" ,,_ :..,•, ,;_;.··. •.t.•v '·~··. ;.' 
It has been firmly established (7) that accurate values of ·20 
the r;roup (a/( 3} are essential to the correlation used to 
determine the flooding velocities, as explained in the 
Appendix C. 
··~ ... ,_,.,;; .,-, 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This s_tudy on· the effect of the pac.king mcJ.terial surface 
on the operatJ.nt; characteristics of a pGcked gas absorption 
colunm has confirn:ied pre·rious notions that ;.1ass transfer rate 
depends not only upon thP. ,t'1ou.nt of area bi~inr; exposed to the 
flow of liquid, hut also on thP, W8tted portion of this exposed 
area, i.e., the spreadint; properties of the lic1uid over the 
na ckiw~. 
It 11us ccmcliided tlwt prc-;ssurc drol') across the column, 
li''.1,._{d phase ·,; st3 tr,'.J,.sf8r coe:n.cicnt (J:1a) incre;_,sr;d 1.1ith 
the increase in the ',·i€tU.n,:: property of Uw ~-J,:;d:in1: 1:1ater12l 
surface. 
II o di :f f ure11cos t:err:: f u, ·.nd in thr:; operatin': holdup for 
t-hc three dif.Cr::ren t Efteri:..:ls an,·: so it 1.-r~1.s cunclucled. thut, 
the rac; in[~ : :;iterial surface o.nd depends oniy on the void 
volume in tliri column and on the li•;i.t-id flm·J r,.t,e-. 
Several reco"1: !endations for further Nork follow. 
1. For the present invest~eation, extetsive research 
·was devoted to the locu~:i.on of' Har,c: ti/: l~in -~ tl tat : ;i ve the 
de::;ired contact o.ncle. ,~ ·range fro:-1 0 to 100° would be ;·;:os.t 
desirable. Apparently, plastic ;-1ateri,.1l.s havinr::; con tact 
angles between zero and 80° are not made in the f ori:1 of tub-
ing ( In our 1,:ork, tubine 1vas cut to the proper si 1,1~ of Ring). 
It is therefore recqmmended that th.e !X)ssibili ty· of extruding 
,' 
·~ 
21 
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our own tubing from polymeric materials of high critical 22 
surface tension would be studied. Results from these differ-
ent surface resistances would ~ive us a ~ore complete insig~t 
on the effect of the wettability of packing on tower operation. 
One candidate material would be a urea-forr1aldehyde resin 
wh~ch is reported to have high critical surface tension (15) 
( 16). Also, ·the contact anGle of the :polyrteric 1Jaterial 
could be altered by the addition of cliff erent types of filler 
materJals. 
2. It 1;·ill also be int ere stint:; to see the effect .of a 
differs~t syste~; for exanple, ona in which the :.win resist-
ance is i:ri the .,_;as phase, on the '.,,arious pnckinc ::iaterials. 
A typical exar.1ple of this would be the absorption of a::1rnonia 
in water. 
J. Anoth~r interesting observation would result fro~ 
the analysis of the effect of the naterit:ll ,surface on a 
liquid-liquid ext·raction syster,1. 
- .. "!"" ... _ ...... 
Table 1 
Experimental Data; Absorption of o2 by Na2so3• 23 
Ceramic· Raschig Rings. 
Na2so3 Air Ml of -KI03 Runs Flow Rate Flow Rate in Titration Ht. of Packing 
lb/hr-ft2 I 2 lb hr-ft Top Bottom In. 
1-C 1967 84 24.18 19.64 56 
2-C 1967 126 22.53 1?.92 56 
' 
'~ 
3-C 3160 84 22.63 18.99 56 
i 
... 84 18.25 56 cf . 4-C 3790 21.50 
. ~ .. :, 
), 
.~ 5-C 3790 126 23. 71 20.48 56 
·i·' 6-C J-160 126 24.66 21.02 56 ., 
·' ,-:; 
7-C 4350 126 29.15 26.02 56 
8-C 4350 84 27.81 25.23 56 
9-C 1967 84 24.55 20.96 45 
.1', 10-C 3160 84 23.85 20.86 45 
,~o 
,,1, 
·;.~ 11-C 3790 84 i6.00 13.53 45 
·:~. 
,·i 
~t 12-C 3790 126 20.53 °IS.JO ,, 45 ,'::! ;jt 
·~-
::~ 13-C 4350 84 18.92 16.98 45 
:m 
', if 
·?· 14-C 4350 126 23._. 25 20.91 45 
15-C 1967 126 21.60 17.70 45 
16-C 3160 126 17.02 14.21 45 
:;71. 17-C 1967 84 20.88 18.08 32 
18-C 3166 84 21.57 19.47 32 
19-C 3760 84 17.06 15.17 32 
Runs 
1-PVC 
2-PVC 
3-PVC 
4-PVC 
~,: ~ 
'• 
\i 
5-PVC 
'~' 6-PVC ·/~ 
'~ .c. 
"'' .. ·,;.;
11 
u· 
7-PVC 
. .,, }; 
3-PE 
Table 2 
Experimental Data; Absorption of o2 by Na2S03• 
Polyvinylidene Chloride Raschig Rings. 
~a2S03 Air M.l of KI03 
Flow Rate Flow Rate in Titration Ht. of Packing 
lb/hr-ft2 lb/hr-ft2 Top l3ottom In. 
1967 . 84 27 • ..78 24.27 56 
3160 84 26.86 24.06 56 
3790 84 22.08 19.65 56 
2523 84 18.55 15.33 56 
1967 84 29.03 26 .-90 32 
3.160 84 28.12 26.77 32 
J790 84 28.17 27.09 32 
Table 3 
Experimental Data; Absorption of o2 by Na2so3• 
Polyethylene Raschig Rings. 
N·a2SO Air Ml of KI03 
Flo~ fiate Flow Rate in Titration Ht. of Packing 
lb/hr-ft2 lb/hr-ft2 Top Bottom In. 
1967 84 28052 24.95 56 
3790 84 27·. 53 22.12 56 
3160 84 28.48 25.63 56 
24 
Table 4 
r 
'Reproducibility Runs 
Na2S03 Air Ml of KI03 
Runs Flow Rate Flow Rate in Titration Ht. of Packing 25 
lb/hr-ft2 lb/hr-ft2 Top Bottom ~n. 
20-C 1967 84 29.56 25.03 56 
21-C 2523 84 28.22 24.00 56 
8-PVC 3160 84 27.10 24.20 56 
4-PE 252J 84 26.90 23.55 56 
Table 5 
; Pressure Drop Across The Co1umn. Ceramic Raschig Rings. ,1 
Liquid Air p Liquid Air p 
', 
. Flow Rate Flow Rate In . of H20 Flow Rate Flow Rate In. of H20 ~.! 
lb/hr-ft2 lb/hr-ft2 lb/hr-ft2 lb/hr-ft
2 
0 47 0.30 1967 47 0.35 
0 84 1.55 1967 84 1.75 
0 126 3.70 1967 126 3.75 
0 168 6.60 1967 168 7.40 
d 210 10.50 1967 210 11.20 
0 230 12.30 3160 47 0.40 
1270 47 0·.30 3160 84 1.75 
1270 84 1.55 3160 126 4.30 
1270 126 3.70 3160 168 8.20 
1270 168 6.60 3160 180 11.20 
210 10.50 4350 47 0.40 
4350 84 2.20 
4350 100 3. 70 
i i 
' 
, I 
l .· t ! ' 
! 
, I . 
t, I :1 
I 1J ] !l 
';/,' 
: !J· 
i ,: ' 
.·.: !·i 
1' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
50 
1l 
. 50 
50 
' c .·,,.•-"', ·v--.,•·~- •'',,.,·· =~c··•·,.1 • ~-. ~ -'- ,, "' 
Table 6 
Pressure Drop Across The Column. Plastic Raschig Rings. 
Air .p Liquid Air 
Flow Rate In. of·H20 Flow Rate Flow Rate 
lb/hr-ft2 
. . 2 
lb/hr-ft2 lb/hr-ft 
47 0.20 650 47 
84 0.90 650 84 
126 1.95 650 126 
168 J.75 650 168 
210 5.75 650 210 
252 8.25 196? 47 
294 11.60 1967 84 
47 0.45 1967 126 
84 2.20 1967 140 
100 3.45 1270 47 
128 t .1270 84 
47 o.65 1270 1;26 
60 1.75 1270 168 
84 2.50 1270 210 
90 i 
Table 7 
Materia"i 
Contact Angle 
Literature value. Water (4) 
Measured value. Water 
Measured value. Na2so3 soln. 
Ceramics PE 
0 95° 
0 84° 
0 78° 
p 
In. of H20 
0.30 
1.70 
3.80 
6. 75. 
10.90 
9.35 
1.90 
4.70 
t 
0.35 
1.75 
3.85 
7.05 
11.05 
PVC 
80° 
71° 
66° 
26 
Table 8 
Drainage Time. Polyvinylidene Chloride Raschig Rings. 27 
1: 
lb/hr;..ft2 1=1967 lb/hr-ft2 L = 3160 lb/hr-ft2 
: 'I 
L= 4970 t. .. Ii' 1 
Time AV AV/At AV AV /t:.t b.V baV~t 
fl .-... 
· 1i : 'J Sec Ml Mi/Sec Ml Ml/Sec Ml Ml/Sec , I ' I '1: 
10 120 12 180 18 rt 
., 
;,, 
1: 
20 113 11.3 150 15 ii 1: 
30 60 6.0 63 6.3 78 7.8 
I :.:[ 
'I ; :~-'i1 
. I 
40 23 2.3 21 2.1 27 2.7 
; ), 
! 
11 
.. •I 
50 11 1.1 10 1.0 1.1 I i I 
60 6.6 o.66 6.6 o.66 6.6 o.66 : I , I 
70 4.1 0.41 4.1 Q.41 4.5 0..45 ) I 1.'i 
' t 
80 3.0 0.30 3 •. 1 0.31 3.5 0.35 
I. 
ri,,i.\1 
' 
,t't; 
, 
I'. 
.,.} 
90 ~-4 0.24 2.5 0.25 2.5 0.25 .:·:Vi >f 
100 2 .• 0 0.20 2.0 0.20 1.9 0.19 if.· :, 
110 1.7 0.17 1.6 0.16 1.5 0.15 i) ·.• :i 
1.2 120 1.4 0.14 l.J 0.13 0.12 
-,'!r'.1 .. ;~·it 
:, I ,, ">'• 
. ',, 
',. 
r • 
• I r i ~ 140 2.0 0.10 2.0 0.10 2.0 0.10 
;'Ir. I il.i 160 1.4 0.07 1.4 o·.07 1.4 0.07 
' ~ 
I -:~r i 1.0 O". 0.5 1.0 0.05 
'f 180 1.0 o·.05 ,, l J .. ,!·1 
':')4.) 
·1· : tf : 
' '!f Ii 
'."i',) 
: :1fL 
;;1j 
.- . :)r i 
I 
. . . . . 
. ,,_·· _,,,:.·: ·~•'··.~! •.. _. ,,,.:~,· . .!,, ~--~.,--··:, • ..-_, •. : •. ,~.,.;.-,-) ·,, '" 
! • 
11 I' 
1!: 1, 
,t' I, 
I. ,I 
, Tl:/ !I .. 
. 111, 
.: '. 
; ''.l:1 
I, .I' 
. I 
' 
•j 
\ 
•\ 
· .. ; .. ,t .... ,, ;,. ...... ,. 
., 
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Table 9 · 
Drainage Time. folyethylene Raschig Rings. 28 
L=-Jl60 lb/hr-f1/ 1=4970 lb/hr-ft2 L = + 967 lb/hr-ft2 
Time ~v AV /At /::; V AV/At AV AV/At 
Sec Ml Ml/Se.c Ml Ml/Sec Ml Ml/Sec 
10 118 J.1.8 196 19.6 420 42 
20 74 7.4 112 11.2 135 13 • .5 
30 26 2.6 30 3.0 36 J • .6 
40 11 1.1 11 1.1 11 1.1 
50 5.8 0.58 5. 8 b.58 5.9 0.59 
60 4.0 0.40 4.0 0.40 4.0 0.40 
70 2.6 0.26 2.6 0.26 2.6 0 .• 26 
80 2.1 0.21 2.2 0.22 2.2 0..22 
90 1.6 0.16 1.6 0·.16 1.6 0.16 
100 1.2 0.12 1.2 0.12 1.2 0.12 
Table 10 
Operating Holdup~ 
Liquid Cerar_:1ics PVC P3lyeth~le~e Flow Rate Ft3 of. Lig_uid Ft3 of Liquid Ft . of L1qu1d 
lb/hr-ft2 Ft3 of Packing :ft3 of Packing Ft3 of Packing 
650 0.0185 0.01807 0.01778 
1967 0.0480 0.0478 0.0478 
3160 0.0712 0.07137 q.0712 
4350 0.0911 0.09177 0.09131 
5650 0.1160 0.1111 0.1106 
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Table ll 
Mass Transfer Results. G=84 2 lb/hr-ft ; x2= O; y 1=-0.209. 
°' 
Ht. of L 6Ctfa2S03 
N Runs Packing lb/hr-ft2 lb-mole7ft3 soln. x1 Y2 Nol K1a 
l-C 56 in. 1967 28.34xlo-4 4.08xlo-4 0.1986 0.129 2.89 
3-C 56 3160 22.72· ·u 3.27 " 0.1943 0.102 3 .-68 
4-C 56 3790 20.29 " 2c90 " O.:J-934 0.0885 3.84 
8-0 56 4350 19.54 " 2.81 " 0.1918 0.0830 4.13 
9-C 45 1967 22.41 II 3.23 II 0.2003 0.103 2.23 
10-C 45 3160 17.42 II 2.51 II 0.1978 0.0796 2.88 
11-C 45 3790 15.42 II 2. 22· II 0.1972 0.0705 3.06 
17-C 32 1967 17.-48 II 2.52 " .0."2025 0.0745 
18-C 32 3160 13.11 II 1.89 " 0.2008 0.0592 
19-C 32· 3790 10.74 II 1.55 " 0. 2_00.1 0.0490 
l-PVC 56 1967 22.41 II 3. 23 . II 0.2003 0.103 3.-68· 
2-PVC 56 "3160 17.42 II 2.51 ·11 0.1978 0.0796 2.88 
3-PVC 56 3790 15.42 II 2.22 II 0.1972 0.0705 3.06 
4-PVC 56 2523 20.10 " 2.88 Tl 0.1992 0.0900 2.58 
l-PE 56 1967 22.20 II 3 .20 II 0.1989 0.103 3.68 
2.;..PE 56 3790 15.40 TT 2.20 fl 0-.1972 0.0705 3.06 
3-PE 56 3160 17.40 " ~.5l II 0.1978 0.0796 2.88 
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Figure 2-A 30 
Change in Na2so3 Concentration 
usu function of liquid flow rate. 
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Figure 2-B 31 
Change in Na2so3 Concentration 
as a function of liquid flow rate. 
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Test for end effects. 
Cera~ic Raschig Rings. 
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Figure 5-A 34 
Determination of Drainage Time for 
Operating Holdup. Ceramic Raschig Rings. 
-D-L=1967 l~h , 
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Figure 5-B 
Deterr~ination of Drainage Time 
for Operating Holdup. 
A~L =4970 l~r-ff 
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Figure 6-A 
Pressure Drop Across The Column. 
Ceramic Raschig Rings. 
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Figure 6-B 
Pressure Drop Acro~,s The Column. 
Plastic Raschig Rings. 
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Fie;ure 7 
Effect of Air Velocity 
on Liquid Holdup. 
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Figure 8 
Operatin~ Holdup as a Function 
of Liquid Flow Rate. 
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Flooding Curve 
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A - Analytical Chemistry . 42 
A chemical analysis. was run ·in order to obtain the amount 
of Oxygen absorbed by the solution. A ·description of the pro-
cedure follows below. 
The reaction in the column is 
1 
and therefore, a sample of the efflu~nt solution contains 
Na
2
so
3
, Na
2
so
4
, H
2
0. Sulfite concentration was : 1easurep. by 
titrating with potassiun iodate accordtng to the reaction: 
l<l. 
3 Na1' +- J soJ + it+ 103 sr~::-3 N~ + J so4 + 1-+ K+ 
where the iodate ions ( ro3 -) ·will attack the sulfite ions, 
oxidiiing them to sulfate ions. The iodate ions first react 
with the excess iodide ions (KI) forming r3- . This in turn 
reacts with the sulfite present. As soon as all the sulfite 
(soj .) is reacted, the lj, since in equilibrium with I 2, will 
give the blue color by reacting with the starch indicator. 
The mechanism of the process follows below. 
roj -+ s I -+ 6 H-1: - 3 Ij. ~ J H20 
HSOj + Ij + H20 - so4 4, J{+ 3 I-
I2-+ I-~ lj 
The .actual ana_lysis was carried out in the fallowing 
manner: To a lO ml. sample was added, 2 gms. of KI in soiution, 
several drops of concentrated sulfuric acid,' and several drops 
,,. 
·1 
t,I.,' 
,' 
:, 
1 
l 
of starch solution. The mixture was then titrated with 
0. 2 N KIQ3 solution. 
From this analysi$, the concent·ration of sodium sulfite 
is calculated in thl3 following manner: 
lb.;.mole 
43 
Also, from equatio.n 1, the rate of sulfite disappearance 
is twice the rate of o2 absorption, so 
802=- CN SO 
· a2 3 
2 
lb.-mole o2 
Ft3 of so'ln. 
. '\, 
,,; .·"~'<.-,; 
.. :,: 
' .. , 1 
B - Data Analysis 
It is the purpose of the~e calculations to show the 
manner in which the values reported on tables 1 through 4 
were analyzed to give the reported average values. Also, a 
determination of'the percentage deviatioh of the data is out-
lined. An analysis in Run 4-C is reported below. 
L-=3790 lb/hr-ft2 
G;: 84 lb/hr-ft2 
Z = 56 in. 
Ste3dy State Data Steady State Dat~ 
Irilet Tank Outlet Sampling Point 
Ti~:ie lil.. of K~o3 Time 
Min. in ·Titration .:in. 
5 21.60' 0 
10 21.40 6 
15 21.60 12 
20 21.40 15 
18 
21 
J!J.. of KIOJ 
in Titration 
18.55 
18.45 
18.20 
18.00 
18.30 
18.00 
The formula used to calculate the. standard deviat'ion is 
~xl· where xi: -=-~--N 
xi is the value of each individual reading and tJ is. the 
number of readings taken. 
Therefore xin 21.50 and 
xout 18.25 and 
(f': 'E. 0.117 3 . 
er = - fo.261 . ~ 0.23 
5 
and so the values reported in tables were, 
, 21.50 for inlet and 18.25 for outlet. 
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The standard deviation- values obtained were used to 
determine the% deviation .in the experimental values of 
Nol for the ceramic Raschig Rings in the following manner: 
x-.--Nol- er 
Values made on critical runs are presented below. 
Run % Deviation in Nol 
1-C 2 
4-C 7.5 
9-C 3.5 
10-C 2 
11-C 6 
·.:··- _, ,• 
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C .. Sample Calculations 46 
An outline of the calculations to obtain the. mole fractions 
of Oxygen at the inlet and outlet conditions of the liquid and 
the gas streams. 
Ft3 soln. 
·[c· lb-mole o2] f 02 3 18.79 Ft. soln. ·. 
lb soln. J 
lb-mole soln .J 65.30 lb-soln. 
·( c ) /, . ) lb-mole o2 J 
X 1: · 0 2 lP • 28 8 . . : 
lb-mole soln. t 
. . OU 
Where density of the 3 solution f = 65. 30 lb/ft soln ( 5) 
51\\( 
lb-r.10le o2 J 
lb-riole soln. . 1n 
and E.W. = 18. 79 1:0/lb-r:iole 
5%w. 
Assu:dng that the inlet air concentration does not c;:~ange, 
. . [lb-rnole 02 ]·. y1 = 0.209 . . lb-mole Air. 
· 1n 
To calculate the auount of Oxygen in, per unit time, 
(% flow) j f lb-m~le o2J 
100 J min. . . 
. in 
lb-mole o2 ]. · I lb-mole 0. 21 [Ft3 soln ·1 
. transferred= .-.3 . · · . . . 
min. Ft soln min. · 
.' 
. . 
,, 
' 
.;\ 
,.'): 
and so, 
also, 
lb-mole o2 
miri in 
1--b--m-· o_l_e_N_2] in= 
inin. J 
out 
min. trans. Ilb-:-m~le .02] min. out lb-mol~ o2 
[
o. 7911 
0.209 
·[lb-mo. le o2_ 1 (J.785) 
m1n. . in 
out 
therefore, 
lb-m~le N2] + f lb-m~1e 
min. out ·. min. 
0.2j- = [ lb-mo~e Air J 
t 
min. 
o~ out 
and finally, 
!lb-mole _o2J . · min out llb-mole o2 l 
y 2 = r· lb-m·.· ole -Air] = · 1b-mole Airj 
------~--· out 
min. . out 
Utilizing the values obtained in the above explained 
procedure, the number of liquid phase transfer un_its (Nol) 
will be calculated for Run 1-C. From these results, the 
47 
value of the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient is obtained. { .. , ? 
,_, _.-·, -~· .;•,• . 
Run 1-C 
Z = 4.66 ft 
L = 1967 lb/hr-ft2 
G c 84 lb/hr-ft2 
4 lb-mole o2 Xl = 4.08 X 10-
Jb-rnole soln. [
lb-mole o2 J y1 = 0 .• 209 lh-mQle Air in 
Y2= 0.19.86 !lb-mole 02 ·1· 
lb-mole .11.ir out 
The equilibrium line wus obtained utilizing Henry's Law 
constant for the solubility of o2 in water (5). 
H 
y:-X 
760 
where H·= Li.. 40 x 104 
From x
1
, x2, y1 , y 2 the operating line is drawn, and 
using the equilibrium line, the values for xf and x;, the 
liquid phase :.1ole fraction at equili briur.1 eciui val en t concen-
tration are obtained (Figure 10). 
·J'c ,,. . 
x1: O.OOJbO 
Therefore, ·from 
48 
-, 
{ 0 - 0 •. 0.00408) 
Nol.;. :. 0.129 
- {0.000408 - 0.0036) 0\0 {O - 0.003.30) 
{0.000408 - 0.0036): 
ln. · 
(0 - 0.00330) 
L 
since, Z = · Nol 
K1as ~ln 
\ 
L . D 2 (3 .14) ( 3 ) 2 
K
1
a=::- Nol where S:.-::. .0.0491 Ft
2 
ZS 4 (4) (144) 
(1967 lb/hr-ft2) (0.129) . lb-mole 
Kl a :: . . =-- 2 • 8 9 5 ) (4.66 ft.) (1) (18.79 lb/lb-r!!ole soln.) · hr-ft · 
To determine the flooding valv.es used on Figure 9 as 
liter·ature reference, the flooding curve in Leva ( 6) was 
utilized, in which, 
~ {~'f is the abscissa 
G \ fi.) 
and 
where 'o/l-::: s,o ( See Treybal ( 7), p. 141). 
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Sample Equilibrium Plot 
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D - Nomenclature 
a 
G 
Interfacial area per unit volume of packing; F:t2/F.J 
Air flo~ rate; lb/hr-ft2 
Height of the liquid phase mass transfer unit; Ft. 
Composite li'quid phase mass transfer coefficient; 
lb-mole/hr-ft3 
L Liquid.flow rate; lb/hr~ft2 
T 
L Molar flow rate of liquid phase; lb-mole/hr 
Nol Number of liquid phase mass transfer units 
p 
p 
PVC 
Pressure drop across the column·; in. of H20 
Pressure; atm. 
·Polyvinylidene chloride 
PE Polyethylene 
S Cross-sectional area of e~pty tower; Ft2 
T Temperature; °F 
t 
V 
V' 
Time; Sec. 
Volume 
Molar flow r:ate of gas phase; lb-mdle/hr 
x, Mole fraction; (lb-mole 02/lb-mole. soln.) out 
x
2 
Mole fraction; ( lb-mole o2/lb-mole soln.) in 
x* Liquid phase mole fraction at equilibr"ium equivalent 
concentration; ( lb-mole o2/lb-mole soln.) 
y, Mole fraction;· (lb-mole 02/lb-mole air)in 
!2 Mole fraction; (lb-mole 02/lb-mole air)out 
Z Height of packing;~· 
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